RUSTIC HOUSE/RUIN 599

REFERENCE: 599

PROPERTY TYPE: Rustic house/Ruin DESCRIPTION:
Rustic House ready to live and yet another house
LOCATION:
in ruins, with two floors, to rebuild, located in a
TOWN:
Aguda
quiet place, conducive to contact with nature, but
COUNTY:
Figueiró dos Vinhos
within walking distance of several villages and with
DISTRICT:
Leiria
access to IC8 and A13, less than 10 Kms.The
TYPOLOGY: T2
rustic house is ready to live and the house in
STATUS: Used
ruins, with two floors, to rebuild, has high potential
and is easy to connect to the main house. Both
TYPE OF BUSINESS: Sale
have a small garden with several freshly planted
REFERENCE:
599
fruit trees (pear, blackberry, apple, pomegranate,
GROSS AREA:
271 m2
pigeon, peach, lemon tree), as well as an old olive
LAND AREA:
797 m2
tree and medlar. They also have a leisure area
ENERGY CERTIFICATE:
Bwith a barbecue and an old wood oven and an
PRICE:
57500 euros
interior garden that can be transformed into a
room.The house ready to live has, on the ground
floor, a living room equipped with woodburner,
bedroom, bathroom and kitchen with access to the
back patio. On the first floor there is a large hall
where there are two separate double beds with
wall in plasterboard and another single bed.Water
and light are on and there is a septic tank in the
backyard. Telephone line is also available in the
village.The complex also includes a fenced lot,
with a young olive grove, but already in full
production, consisting of more than 30 olive
trees.The Xisto villages of Ferraria de S. João and
Casal de S. Simão, as well as the fluvial beaches
of the Village of Ana de Aviz and the Fragas de S.
Simão, are only 5 km away, and there are other
places of interest nearby.Visit .....E.C. B-
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